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All programs should undergo a thermodynamic analysis by The Onix Corporation to insure program
viability and pricing.
The Onix Corporation rotary drum drying systems boast from 1,000-30,000 lbs of water
evaporation per hour. Drying systems can be gas, liquid or solid fuel fired and pollution prevention
systems can control VOC's, particulate, and most odors. Our engineering staff has decades of
combined experience in industrial dehydration systems with our involvement topping 100 systems
worldwide.
These dryers feature single and multi-pass technology that moves materials through the drum in an
air stream created by the dryer induced-draft fan. The multiple passes are mechanically interlocked
to rotate at the same speed. As the drum rotates, the product is repeatedly showed into the dryer
hot gas.
These dryers can be fired by any conventional fuel system, but there is a remarkable advantage in
using a solid fuel system. These solid fuel systems can operate on a number of alternative fuel
materials (bagasse, charcoal, coal, corn, corncobs, dried peat moss, dried wood chips, horse
manure, paper, sawdust, shavings, thermoplastics, thermosetting plastics, wood flour, wood waste,
etc.), reducing fuel cost to a fraction of that of conventional fuel. Combustible materials being
dried can be routed to a solid fuel burner and provide an energy source for the dryer. This concept
is called closed loop drying.
The Onix Corporation equipment has proven performance. The first solid fuel systems with a
microprocessor control system have been in operation since 1985. Control, burner lining and
feeding enhancements were added in 1990, 1994, 2000 and 2002 by The Onix Corporation. Over
one hundred variations of such systems are now in operation. Particulate control is accomplished
using an Onix Corporation high-efficiency cyclonic collector. We suggest interested parties call
to schedule a site visit to see one of our reference systems. Call Charles Verhoff at 1-800-844-0076.
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
The following is an overview of how the system functions:
Solid Fuel Fired Rotary Drum Dehydration System
●

A Type “K” thermocouple at the dryer discharge senses an energy demand. Three things
happen simultaneously:
1.
2.
3.

Fuel feed rate increases.
The additional fuel creates an energy increase in the burner; this energy is drawn
into the drum by the dryer i.d. fan.
The dryer outlet temperature is increased.

●

Wood fuel fires very clean in the burner. If burner emissions from the dried sawdust are
exhausted directly from the combustion chamber to atmosphere, only heat waves are
visible. There is no smoke, no malodor, and virtually no CO and VOC’s. The combustion
process is extremely hot and exceptionally clean.

●

The system features Entivity/Automation Direct UL-approved computer controls. This
degree of control allows for automatic and manual control. Controls will display fuel
consumption in lbs/hr. The controls monitor dryer inlet and outlet temperatures and cause
system safety shutdown in case of extremes. This level of automation offers burner trial for
ignition at the touch of a button as well as a comprehensive operator 10” touch screen
display for all dryer functions controlled. A networked PC will historically track burner and
dryer temperatures and all operator settings. An alarm screen on the touch screen will track
alarm history. A modem connected to the PLC/PC allows for remote adjustment and
troubleshooting of the PLC/PC program. Future expansion of this program is possible to
include all pelleting/ extruding functions.

●

Wet material is delivered to The Onix Corporation feeding equipment. This variable speed
feeding equipment is capable of delivering material to the drum at continuous rates from
1,000 to 60,000 lbs/hr.

●

Dried product is collected by a high-efficiency centrifugal collector. Spent conveying air
and moisture are carried through the collector and exhausted from the dryer stack. The
collected dried product is then dropped into a screw conveyor. The dried product is directed
to the rear of the conveyor, where it can be intercepted and channeled to a downstream
refining process.

●

As an option, controls can be pre-wired into control rooms and set up in standard container
for international shipment and location at the jobsite.

●

Burners have fossil fuel pilots, that at the touch of a button, burner start is initiated utilizing
a trial for ignition with a flame and valve proving system to ensure the burner system is
operating normally.
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●

The entire system is automatic and basically labor free, with 100% automatic fuel feed to
exact dryer needs. This system will require the intermittent attention of one employee.

●

System integrity is excellent for years of trouble-free performance.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Solid Fuel Fired Rotary Drum Dehydration System

This equipment is sized accordingly after properly
assessing a client’s needs which can involve the testing
of materials particular to a client’s application. If
needed, the testing will be performed at our test facility
located at our manufacturing facility, located in northern
Ohio. Based on the test data, advisement will be
relayed to the client as to any variables that have altered
equipment needs from our typical system packages.
Changes in pricing as well as delivery schedules will be
documented and forwarded to the client to insure
program viability.

60 MM Btu/hr solid fuel burner coupled
with a natural gas burner to allow a
dual fuel option

The burner is jacketed in a steel shell and coated with
high temperature antioxidant paint. The inside the
burner is lined with an excellent combination of
refractories to provide heat retention and long burner
life. Facing the fire is super duty PCE-33 fire brick.
Behind the fire brick is high temperature block
insulation.

The rate of fuel firing will be commanded by
the Onix Corporation supplied systems
controls. A Type “K” thermocouple on the
dryer discharge senses dryer outlet
temperature and commands the rate of fuel
delivery. The controls command any selected
dryer outlet temperature. The system will
also display inbound wet production, drum
speed, dryer inlet and dryer outlet
temperatures and will cause system safety
shut down in case of extremes.
The combustion fan is powered by 2hp. (All
motors will be 480 VAC three-phase, hostile
environment TEFC, 50 Hz. and soft-started
above 100 HP). The amount of air delivering
the fuels represents 25% of the total
combustion air. The turn down ratio to the
solid fuel burner is approximately 1:4.

A 45 MM Btu/hr. solid fuel burner installation inside a
wood pellet plant.
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The Onix Corporation
Solid Fuel Burner
Typical Feeding Arrangement

Walking Fuel Floor, 2-hp

Solid fuel storage building

Anti-bridging fuel feeder, 5-hp

Fuel hammer mill
If required.
Fuel fan
20 hp

Fossil fuel pilots,
automate burner
start at the touch
of a button
An anti-bridging fuel feeder is automatically
charged by a drag chain fuel deck holding 4hours of fuel
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The Onix Corporation will perform installation of
all refractories in the burner shell.
The dryer i.d. fan is powered variable frequency drive
(VFD) motor to minimize electricity loads.
The ductwork from the dryer to the high-efficiency
cyclone is constructed of 10 ga. carbon steel.
Hot flue gases from the combustion move upward
through the burner stack to the hot gas transfer duct.
The stack and duct are lined with high temperature
lightweight insulation refractory. The hot gas
transfer duct connects to the rotary dryer inlet.
An ONL-126 inside a paper mill

The burner is to be installed on a slab and footing,
completely isolated from any existing concrete
structure. The remaining equipment is to be installed on a single-plane concrete slab adjacent to
the isolated burner slab. The Onix Corporation will provide the designs for these slabs and
footings and will be responsible for their construction.
This solid fuel system is designed for a wood fuel having a “normal size distribution” with ¼”
being the maximum particle size; a heating value of 7,500 Btu/ lb or greater, an ash content of 6%
or less, a moisture content of 10% or less and a density of 10-20 pounds per cubic foot.
The system master control panel will be located in an area adjacent to the drying system (no more
than 20”- 0” from the rotary drum). The Onix Corporation will be responsible for wiring each
motor and thermocouple from the pre-wired dryer control panel (during system set-up).
The dryer in itself is comprised of a rotary drum of single or multiple-pass design. The hot gases of
combustion from the fuel burner are mixed with ambient air to achieve the desired dryer inlet
temperature and are pulled into the dryer by the dryer i.d. fan. The wet product tumbles with the
hot inlet gas until it achieves the desired moisture content and is pulled from the drying zone by
the dryer i.d. fan. The dryer rotates on a set of mechanical trunnion bases and is driven by a fixed
speed drum drive, allowing for constant speeds from 8-12 rpm.
This dryer is designed for a product containing a normal size distribution with 7/8” being the
maximum size and a product density of no greater than 30 lbs/ft3. Maximum inbound product
moistures vary by product from 30-90%.
The product to be dried is loaded onto a wet product feeder designed by The Onix Corporation.
The wet product feeder has a variable speed alternating current motor. It can achieve any selected
feed rate from 1,000 to 60,000 lbs/hr. The wet product then enters a screw conveyor
and is dropped into the dryer air stream created by the dryer i.d. fan.
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The proposed pollution control equipment
employs a high-efficiency cyclone package
utilizing a 4” delta P design. The collected
dry product will pass through the bottom of
The Onix Corporation collector and into a
horizontal screw conveyor.The conveyor
will discharge dried material at the conveyor
end and, while conveying, remove the wood
fines required to sustain the drying process
(assuming the screening option is selected).
The drying equipment is to be installed on a
concrete slab and footing containing a round
compaction loading of 2,500 lbs/ft². Buyer
will provide this slab and footing; Buyer
will be responsible for its ground
compaction preparation.

Several high-efficiency cyclone packages coupled to
ONL-150’s.
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System Installation
Parts for the construction of the system are to be freighted by Buyer. The container loads of
manufactured dryer parts will be shipped from The Onix Corporation’s facility in northern Ohio.
Buyer will be responsible for all freighting costs. Buyer will be responsible for wiring all motors
and sensors from the pre-wired burner MCC panel and wiring from the remote computer display to
the MCC. Any taxes or tariffs associated from the purchase of the outlined system will be the
responsibility of Buyer.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The Onix Corporation will furnish the following to Buyer:
●
●
●
●
●

Onix will provide construction, foundation and installation drawings;
Onix will provide electrical design and control schematics;
Technical information will be provided needed to acquire an air discharge permit,
including previous stack tests;
Buyer will be responsible for the installation of the entire system including ground
compaction preparation and the provision of system (electrical) power.
Time allotted for start-up and operator training to be decided at the firm proposal stage of
project development (additional days at standard rates).
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CONTROLS
The Buyer’s system will contain one licensed copy of the Onix-OS© dryer control system. The
system features Entivity/Automation Direct computer controls. This degree of control allows for
automatic and manual control. Controls will display fuel consumption and dryer feed rates in
pounds per hour. The controls monitor dryer inlet and outlet temperatures and cause system safety
shutdown in case of extremes. This level of automation offers burner trial for ignition at the touch
of a button and a comprehensive operator 10” screen display for all dryer functions controlled. A
networked PC will historically track burner and dryer temperatures and all operator settings. A
network card connected to the PC allows for remote adjustment and troubleshooting of the
PC/PLC programs as well as remote access through the LAN or Internet.
The graphic below presents an example of what the operator might see during system operation.
The Onix-OS© also historically tracks dryer inlet, outlet and burner temperatures indefinitely. The
Onix OS© can be upgraded to control additional plant functions at anytime in the future. The
Onix- OS© can be remotely controlled, monitored or accessed via telephone or internet for real
time interaction.
Drying Process Screen

Rotary Dryer Data

Exhaust
15500 Deg. F.

10080

Deg. F.

Cyclone
Collector

220 Amps

Dryer
I.D. Fan

Solid Fuel Burner

Dried Product

Drying
Drying System
SystemRunning
Stopped
Cycling
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Dryer Inlet Temperature

10080
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Scrubber Pump Stopped
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Dryer Feed Directed to Dryer Stockpile

Dryer Field Emergency Stop #1 Push‐Button Pressed
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Granulation #2 Emergency Stop Push‐Button Pressed

Dryer Field Emergency Stop #2 Push‐Button Pressed

Dryer ID Fan #1 Stopped
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Running
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Dryer Infeed Auger Running
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Dryer 30 Second
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and Shutdown
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Dryer Auto Start
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System
Overview

Historical Trending
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10” Touch Screen

Plant operators have a rugged 10” NEMA-4 touch screen interface to access all burner functions
Burner faults and alarms are tracked and recorded with a time and date stamp. This system
integrates stopping of the wet product feeder and dryer i.d. fan in an ultimate high alarm condition.
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Remote Access

A network card connected to the PC allows for remote adjustment and troubleshooting of the
PC/PLC programs as well as remote access through the LAN or Internet.
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WARRANTY
Dehydration Systems have a three-year limited warranty on all components. The warranty covers
the replacement (parts and labor) of any defective system component.
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Onix Dehydration Systems

Model Number
Horsepower

800 Degree F. Inlet
Evaporation Capacity

Maximum
Energy Input

ONL-48

30 hp

670 lbs/hr

2MM Btu/hr

ONL-60

60 hp

1,309 lbs/hr

4MM Btu/hr

ONL-72

80 hp

2,262 lbs/hr

5MM Btu/hr

ONL-84

90 hp

3,592 lbs/hr

10MM Btu/hr

ONL-108 100 hp

5,362 lbs/hr

12MM Btu/hr

ONL-118 135 hp

7,634 lbs/hr

20MM Btu/hr

ONL-126 200 hp

10,472 lbs/hr

30MM Btu/hr

ONL-132 275 hp

15,839 lbs/hr

52MM Btu/hr

ONL-150 350 hp

20,735 lbs/hr

60MM Btu/hr

ONL-165 450 hp

26,547 lbs/hr

75MM Btu/hr

- All programs should undergo a thermodynamic analysis by The Onix Corporation to
insure program viability and price.
- Systems include, fuel feed system which includes a hammer-mill if needed, solid
fuel burner, wet product feeder , incline conveyor to the dryer, dyer drum and drive,
cyclone collector, dryer airlock, connecting ductwork, exhaust stack and Onix OS©
controls. Detailed equipment designation is included in budgetary quotes.
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- Total connected horsepower requirements are approximations.
- All systems include PLC or networked PC touch screen for system control
interface and data tracking. Remote viewing of the drying system via the internet is
standard.
- All systems come with a three-year limited warranty on all components. The
warranty covers the replacement (parts and labor) of any defective system
component.

THE ONIX
CORPORATION
Providing Cost Efficient and Effective
Alternative Fuel Systems

This transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is
STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender
@ 1-800-844-0076 and destroy thema terial in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank
you.
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